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This Thesis covers two topics. The rst one is on the geometry of random and
deterministic self-similar fractals (Section 1) and it is studied in three of our papers
[39, 40, 38]. Then we investigate randomly evolving complex networks in Section 2
based on our paper [25] whose construction is associated to some fractal sets.

1

Projections of self-similar sets and measures
Mandelbrot introduced Fractals to give mathematical description of some phe-

nomena which appears in physics [26, 27], for example, he modeled turbulence using
the fractal- or Mandelbrot-percolation set [27]. These inspired the development of
fractals, started with a seminar paper of Hutchinson [24]. Since then the literature
on fractal geometry grew enormously, the best referenced books are [15, 18, 19]. The
simplest fractals are the self-similar ones (deterministic or random), we investigate
them from the point of view of their projections to subspaces.
1.1

General notations, basics

An iterated function system (IFS) in Rd is a nite set of contractions

F

 tϕi : Rd Ñ RduNi1.

(1.1)

A classical theorem of Hutchinson [24] states that an IFS has a unique invariant set
which we call

attractor, that is:

Theorem 1.1 (Hutchinson [24]). Let F  tϕi uNi1 be an IFS in Rd . Then there
exists a unique nonempty compact set S  Rd such that
S



N
¤



ϕi pS q.

i 1

The points of S can be labeled with elements of the

code space Σ  t1, . . . , N uN

in the following way. For an i  pi1 , i2 , . . . q P Σ the limit

Πpiq : lim ϕi1 ,...,in p0q

(1.2)

Ñ8

n

exists and is in S , as the functions ϕi are contractions, where ϕi1 ,...,in denotes ϕin



  ϕi . We call Π the natural projection. On the other hand, every point in S can be
1

obtained this way. Moreover, it is also easy to see that the limit would be the same
if we would apply the functions to an arbitrary x P Rd . As a consequence, attractors
can be easily constructed by applying iteratively the set function SpAq 
to an arbitrary compact set A indenitely.
We call

N

 ϕi pAq

i 1

level-n cylinder sets the sets ϕi1 ,...,in pS q. In other words, a cylinder

consists of points having the same prescribed initial nite word in their code.
1

Figure 1: The rst four approximations of the Cantor set

Figure 2: The rst three approximations of the Sierpi«ski carpet

Two common examples of attractors of IFS-s are the

triadic Cantor set and the

Sierpi«ski carpet. The Cantor set (Figure 1) is a subset of the interval r0, 1s dened
as the attractor of the IFS

"
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To dene the Sierpi«ski carpet (Figure 2) let t1 , . . . , t8
the set

P R2 be the 8 elements of

tt0, 1, 2u  t0, 1, 2u z tp1, 1quu in any particular order.

Then the Sierpi«ski

carpet is the attractor of the IFS
"

S : ϕi px, y q :

1
px, yq
3

*8

1
ti
.
3
i1

(1.3)

In the special case when the contractions are linear functions ϕi pxq  ri Oi pxq ti
with 0

ri

1, Oi rotations and ti

P

R we call the attractor S a self-similar

set, and we refer to the constants ri as the

contraction ratio s and to the ti as

translation s. In this work in almost all of the cases we investigate self-similar sets
without rotations, like the above mentioned triadic Cantor set and Sierpi«ski carpet.
We also investigate self-similar

measures on S dened in the following way. Given a

 pw1, . . . , wN q (that is, °ni1 wi  1 and wi ¥ 0 i  1, . . . , n)
one can dene the innite product measure µ  wN on the code space Σ. Its push
forward ν  νw  Π µ is called a self-similar measure, that is, for Borel sets H  Rd
probability vector w

ν pH q  µpΠ1 pH qq.

(1.4)

Equivalently, ν is the unique compactly supported Radon probability measure with
2

the property that for all H

 Rd Borel sets
ν pH q 

m
¸





1
pi  ν ϕ
i pH q ,

i 1

see [19].
To measure the "size" of attractors we introduce several dimension notions. The

box or Minkovski dimension dimB of a bounded set S  R is dened by
Nδ pS q
 log δ ,

dimB pS q : lim
δ

Ñ0

(1.5)

if the limit exists, where Nδ pS q is the least number of squares of side length δ
needed to cover S . The upper and lower box dimensions dimB and dimB are dened
in the same way with lim inf and lim sup instead of lim, respectively, which therefore
always exist. It is easy to see that the box dimension of simple sets is what one
would expect, for example a section has dimension 1, or a lled square has dimension

2. More "rough" sets such as self-similar sets can take any other non-negative real
dimensions which are not greater than the dimension of the ambient space. One
inconvenient property of box dimension is that the box dimension of the union of
countably many sets is not the supremum of the individual box dimensions: E.g.,

dimB pQ X r0, 1sq is 1, as one needs at least 1{δ sections of length δ to cover this set.
Another notion of dimension is

Hausdor dimension. To dene it rst we intro-

duce the so called s-dimensional Hausdor content Hs of a bounded set S

 Rd :

Hs pS q : lim Hδs pS q
δ

where

Hδs pS q : inf

8̧

!



(1.6)

Ñ0



|Ai|s  S 

i 1

8
¤


Ai , |Ai |

δ, Ai

 Rd

)

,

i 1

where |Ai | is the diameter of Ai . Then the Hausdor dimension dimH of S is dened
by

dimH S : inf ts | Hs pS q  0u  supts | Hs pS q  8u.
We also dene the

Hausdor dimension of a measure m on Rd by

dimH m : inf tdimH A : mpAq ¡ 0, and A is a Borel setu ,
see [19, p. 170] for an equivalent denition.
We will use the following denition of the packing dimension of a set H
[19, p. 23.]:

dimP H

 inf tsup dimBEi
i

: H



8
¤


E i u,

(1.7)

 Rd
(1.8)

i 1

where dimB stands for the upper box dimension. Note that originally the packing
dimension was dened in an analogous way to the Hausdor dimension, but replacing the coverings with packings. For convenience we use the above equivalent
3

formulation. The most important properties of the packing dimension can be found
in [19].
The

similarity dimension of a self-similar IFS is the unique s ¡ 0 for which
N
¸



 1.

ris

(1.9)

i 1

The similarity dimension of the corresponding self-similar measure ν
by

N
°

dimS pν q :



i 1
N
°



 νw is dened

pi log pi
.

(1.10)

pi log ri

i 1

For given F it takes its maximum in pi

 ris, and the maximum value is the similarity

dimension s of F . The self-similar measure associated to these weights is called the

natural measure.
The following relations hold between the dierent dimension notions. For any
set S

 Rd

dimH S

¤ dimBS,

and if S is self-similar, then

dimB S

 dimH S ¤ dimS S.

Moreover, additional separation conditions guarantee more. We say that the
strong separation condition (SSC) holds, if

ϕi pS q X ϕj pS q  H @i  j.
We say that the open set condition (OSC) holds if there is a nonempty open set V
such that

ϕi pV q  V

@i, and
ϕi pV q X ϕj pV q  H @i  j.

Clearly self-similar S sets with SSC also satisfy the OSC with V being an open
neighborhood of S . For example, the triadic Cantor set (Figure 1) satises the
SSC, while for the Sierpi«sky carpet (Figure 2) only the OSC holds. The following
theorem of Hutchinson shows that the above dimensions coincide if the OSC holds.

Theorem 1.2. [24] Let S be a self-similar set satisfying the OSC. Let s  dimS S .
Then
0

Moreover,
dimB S

H s pS q

8.

 dimH S  s.
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Figure 3: A realization of the rst three level sets of the fractal percolation set
Note that if the SSC holds, then each point in S has a unique code in the code
space Σ.
In this work we also investigate the

Mandelbrot percolation set, or fractal per-

colation set (Figure 3), which is a random (statistically) self-similar set dened as
follows.

Denition 1.3
0

¤

pi,j

¤

(Mandelbrot percolation). Fix an integer M

1 for i, j

P t0, . . . , M  1u and let K  r0, 1s .
2

¥

2, real numbers

The denition goes

iteratively. First, subdivide K into small squares Ki,j of side length 1{M , i, j

P

t0, . . . , M  1u, and retain all small squares Ki,j with probability pi,j independently

of each other. The union of the retained closed squares forms the rst level set

E1 of the Mandelbrot percolation set. Then repeat the same process on each of
the retained small squares to get the second level set E2 , i.e. subdivide the small
squares to M 2 smaller squares each, and retain some of them according to the same
probability distribution as before, independently of each other and of the former
events. Repeat the procedure on the smaller and smaller squares ad innitum to
obtain the Mandelbrot percolation set

E

 E8 

8
£


En .

n 1

A bit more formal denition of d-dimensional fractal percolation can be found
in my dissertation. Based on a branching process argument it is easy to see that
if

°M 1

 pi,j

i,j 0

¡ 1 then E is non-empty with positive probability.

The name fractal

percolation originates from the property that there is a critical probability pc
so that if all pi,j

1

¡ pc then the set percolates with positive probability [8], i.e. there

is a subset of E which is connected and intersects with both the left and the right
side of the unit square. On the other hand, if all pi,j

pc , then the set is totally

disconnected almost surely (a.s.).
Another well-known property of the fractal percolation set is that conditioned
on non-emptiness the dimension of E8 is a.s. constant [34]:

dimH E



log

°M 1

 pi,j .

i,j 0

log M
5

(1.11)

Similarly to deterministic self-similar sets we dene the
(conditioned on E

 H) as the weak limit
µ  lim

L2 |En

Ñ8 L2 pEn q

n

natural measure µ on E

,

where L2 is the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Mauldin and Williams [31] proved
that the above limit exists.
Note that the notions of both the denition of fractal percolation set and its natural measure can be extended from the plane to higher dimensions without diculty
such that we start with the unit cube and then subdivide it to smaller cubes.
The geometry of random and deterministic self-similar sets may be extremely
complex if separation conditions like OSC or SSC do not hold. In such cases it is
often challenging to claim something about the dimension or geometry of a particular set. Instead, we investigate parametric families of self-similar sets or measures
depending regularly on the parameter and make statements holding for typical sets
or measures of that family, where we mean typical in terms of either measure or
topology.
Let

!

Fα : ϕαi pxq : rα,i  x

pαq

ti

)m



i 1

,

α P A,

(1.12)

be a one-parameter family of self-similar IFS on R and let µ be a measure on the
symbolic space Σ : t1, . . . , muN . We denote the family of its push forward measures

by tνα uαPA and by tνα,w uα the parametrized self-similar measure corresponding to

a given probability vector w.

The most common parametric families are linear projections of a given selfsimilar set or measure.

Denition 1.4.

Fix α

P p0, π{2q.

We will use the following linear projections (see

Figure 4):

• Let Πα be the linear projection mapping from R2 to the x-axis ∆ in angle α,
i.e. parallel to the vector p1, tan αq. Sometimes we identify ∆ with R.

• We also consider projection projα which is the orthogonal projection to the
line going through the origin and making angle α with the x-axis.
Note that in [35] Πα is dened in a slightly dierent way, namely it projects to
the diagonal of the unit square K . Here we modify it to map to the x-axis because it
is easier to generalize it to projections of high dimensional Mandelbrot percolation.
Both the Πα and projα projected images of a planar self-similar set or measure
without rotations are also self-similar on the line with the same contraction ratios,
and this way they form a family parametrized by α.
6

α
Figure 4: Πα (left) and projα (right) projections.
1.2

Problems, main results

In this section we summarize our contribution to the understanding of self-similar
sets and measures based on the papers [39, 40, 38] which are joint work with Károly
Simon. We also review the most relevant related results from the literature clearly
separated by subsection titles ending with Problems,

related literature and Our con-

tribution.

1.2.1 Projections of Mandelbrot percolation sets: Problems, related literature
It is natural to expect that if we pick a set of Hausdor dimension greater than 1,
then its projection to a line, which is 1-dimensional, has to be big. A classical, fundamental theorem of Marstrand [29] conrms this expectation for Lebesgue typical
projection angles. Let L stand for the one dimensional Lebesgue measure.

Theorem 1.5

(Marstrand [29]).

Let A  R2 be a Borel set. Then

(i) if dimH A ¤ 1, then dimH pprojα Aq  dimH A for L almost all α;

(ii) or if dimH A ¡ 1, then Lpprojα Aq ¡ 0 for L almost all α.

Later, Mattila [30] extended the results of Marstrand [29] to projections mapping
from Rd to Rk with 1

¤ k ¤ d  1.

properties of projections of

In the last decades, many works investigated

fractal sets, either complementing, or strengthening in

special cases the results of Marstrand. For a review on this topic, see [14]. Here we
shortly highlight the directions of research to which our results contribute, all corresponding to projections of random and deterministic self-similar sets and measures.
The rst line of research in this work investigates projections of the fractal percolation set E . By Marstrand's theorem 1.5 and (1.11) we know in particular that
7

a.s., conditioned on E

 H for L almost all (a.a.) α P r0, πq:
 s, if s ¤ 1, and
(ii) Lpprojα E q ¡ 0 if s ¡ 1,
(i) dimH projα E

where s



log

°M  1 p


i,j 0

i,j

log M

is the a.s. dimension of E

 H.

That is, from the point

of view of Lebesgue measure and Hausdor dimension, Lebesgue typical orthogonal
projections of E are as expected. However, from this result we can not get any
information about projections in any given angle α. A classical result for a xed

α is due to Falconer and Grimmett [16, 17]. Their result is for linear projections
mapping from dimension d to k , but for simplicity we state it only for the planar
fractal percolation.

Theorem 1.6 (Falconer and Grimmett [16]). Suppose that for all i P t0, . . . , M  1u


M
¸1



pi,j

¡ 1.

j 0

Then a.s., conditioned on E  H, proj0 E have nonempty interior.
On the other hand, if for an i P t0, . . . , M  1u we have


M
¸1



pi,j

1,

j 0

then a.s. the interior of proj0 E is empty.
Note that for p

¥ pc (the critical probability for percolation is dened on the

bottom of page 5) it is not hard to see that a.s. the projection of E has nonempty
interior given E

 H.

To see this let us denote by p

¡ 0 the probability that the

set E percolates. By statistical self-similarity every small squares Kin ,jn of any level

n percolate with the same positive probability p , given Kin ,jn

 H.

Moreover,

events on disjoint small squares are independent of each other. Therefore, a.s.
conditioned on E

 H there will be some small squares of the fractal percolation set

that percolate, which results in an interval of proj0 E . However, for p in the range

p1{M, pcq the a.s.

¡ 1 but E is still totally disconnected. This
range is non-empty because pc is quite close to 1, e.g., 0.993 ¡ pc pM  2q ¡ 0.881
and 0.94 ¡ pc pM  3q ¡ 0.784 as shown in the paper of Don [11].
dimension of E is

To handle individual non-coordinate axis directions took more than 20 years.
Recently, Rams and Simon [36, 35] proved the surprising fact that, under mild
conditions, for projections of the fractal percolation set E there is no exceptional
angle in Theorem 1.5 at all a.s. if E

 H.

The result in [35], which corresponds

to part (ii) of Theorem 1.5, relies on a condition called Apαq. As they show, this

P p0, π{2q when pi,j  p and p ¡ 1{M
retaining probabilities and s ¡ 1).

condition holds for all α

8

(i.e. homogeneous

Theorem 1.7 (Rams and Simon [35]). Suppose that Condition Apαq holds for all
α P p0, π {2q. Then a.s., simultaneously for all α P p0, π {2q, orthogonal projections
projα pE q have nonempty interior, conditioned on E  H.
Note that the methods used in [35] allow to extend the above theorem relatively
easily to sets D

 p0, π{2q of αs to obtain non-empty interior simultaneously for all

α P D, Theorem 1.10 below contains this extension.

The authors of [35] also show a non-trivial inhomogeneous example for which

Condition Apαq holds for all α

P p0, π{2q.

Namely, if M



3, then even if the

 0, but for all other pi, j q we have
pi,j ¡ 1{2, then Condition Apαq holds for all α P p0, π {2q, and hence a.s. there is

retaining probability of the middle square p1,1

an interval in all orthogonal projections. Later we refer to sets constructed with

M

 3, p1,1  0 and pi,j  p ¡ 0 for pi, j q  p1, 1q as random Sierpi«ski carpets.
Now let us focus on our contributions in this area.

Projections of Mandelbrot percolation sets: Our contribution
First we consider an example of inhomogeneous fractal percolation sets for which
the extension of Theorem 1.7 applies for an interval D of directions α. The set
investigated is the Cantor-like random carpet which is constructed with M
and inhomogeneous retaining probability setting p1,j

pi,j

¡ 1{2 for all other pi, j q.



3

 0 for all j  0, . . . , 2 and

Theorem 1.8 ([39]). Consider the Cantor-like random carpet E constructed as
above. Then Condition Apαq holds for all α P pπ{4, 3π{4q. As a consequence of
Theorem 1.7, a.s. if E  H there is an interval in all of the sets projα pE q, α P
pπ{4, π{2q. On the other hand, proj0pE q contains no intervals as it is contained in
the triadic Cantor set.
We emphasize that this set behaves dierently from homogeneous fractal percolations. Almost surely, conditioned on non-emptiness, the projections of the homogeneous set are totally disconnected if its similarity dimension is
dimension is

¡ 1 then projections in all

1 or if its

directions have an interval. In contrast,

the Cantor-like random carpet above has exceptional directions for the existence
of intervals in the projection and also has an interval of directions for which the
projected set has nonempty interior.
In addition, we also provide complementing examples which admit several nontrivial exceptional directions, i.e. fractal percolation sets with dimH

¡ 1 for which

a.s. the projα projections have empty interior for some α.

Theorem 1.9 ([39]). Consider random Sierpi«ski carpets Eε constructed with M 
3, p1,1  0 and pi,j  3{8 ε for all other pi, j q with ε ¡ 0. Note that in this case
9

if Eε  H. Then for all α P p0, π{2q such that tan α P Q there is
an ε ¡ 0 such that a.s. projα Eε contains no intervals.

dimH Eε

¡ 1 a.s.

As an immediate corollary, for any n natural number we can nd an ε
and distinct directions α1 , . . . , αn such that with pi,j

 3{8

¡

0

ε these directions are

exceptional for the existence of intervals in the projection, although the dimension
is

¡ 1.

Finally, we extend the results of [35] to orthogonal projections mapping from Rd

to Rk with 1 ¤ k

¤ d  1. Let us denote such projections with projα, the same way

as before, although the parameter α is not an angle any more. The range of projα
is denoted by Sα

 Rd.

Similarly to Theorem 1.7 we rely on the high-dimensional

analogue of Condition A, which we show to hold under minimal conditions in case of
homogeneous retaining probabilities, as well as in some non-trivial inhomogeneous
cases.

Theorem 1.10. [38] Fix d ¥ 2 and 1 ¤ k d and suppose that Condition Apαq
holds for all α P D, where D is any set of α such that Sα is not a coordinate plane.
Then for almost all realizations of E such that E  H, simultaneously for all α
orthogonal projections projα pE q have nonempty interior (relative to the topology of
Rk ).
1.2.2 Overlapping cylinders: Problems, related literature
A serious challenge in studying projected random or deterministic self-similar sets
lays in the structure of so-called

overlaps, i.e., in the structure of the intersections

of cylinder sets. Projections projα S of a self-similar set S to lines when dimH S

¡1

always result in intersections. In some cases intersections are so severe that the
Hausdor dimension of the projected set drops, i.e. dimH pprojα S q

dimH pprojα S q

dimH S

¤ 1, or

¡ 1. This happens, e.g., for projα projections
of the Sierpi«ski carpet with tan α P Q [28]. Therefore, these angles are among
1 although dimH S

the exceptions allowed by Marstrand's theorem 1.5. A key question is than how do
the structure of overlaps in exceptions of Marstrand's theorem look like when we
consider projections of self-similar sets?
We say that there is an

exact overlap if we can nd two distinct i  pi1 , . . . , ik q

and j  pj1 , . . . , j` q nite words such that

ϕi1

     ϕi  ϕj      ϕj .
1

k

`

(1.13)

Clearly having exact overlaps is one mechanism that can cause dimension drop. The
following two questions have naturally arisen for a long time (e.g. Question 1 below
appeared as [33, Question 2.6]):
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Question 1

Is it true that a self-similar measure on the line has Hausdor dimen-

sion strictly smaller than the minimum of 1 and its similarity dimension only
if we have exact overlap?

Question 2

Is it true for a self-similar measure ν on the line having similarity

dimension greater than one, that ν is singular only if there is exact overlap?
Most of the experts believe that the answer to Question 1 is positive and it has been
conrmed in some special cases [22]. On the other hand, a result of Nazarov, Peres
and Shmerkin indicated that the answer to Question 2 should be negative. Namely,
they constructed in [32] a planar self-ane set having dimension greater than one,
such that the angle-α projection of its natural measure was singular for a dense Gδ
set of parameters α. However, this was not a family of self-similar measures.
The analogous question in high dimensions turns out to be simple, namely there
are planar self-similar measures with similarity dimension

¡

2 that are singular

but have no exact overlap (see e.g. [4]), and such a planar example can be easily
extended to any dimensions by taking its cross-product with r0, 1sk .

Overlapping cylinders: Our contribution
We answer Question 2 negatively, which is the strongest result of the Thesis.
Here we only state the main result in its simplest, less general form, and we discuss
the topic in more detail with additional results there.

Theorem 1.11 ([40]). Consider angle-α projections projα of the Sierpi«ski carpet
S . Let να stand for the natural measure of projα S . Note that dimH S ¡ 1. We
obtain that
tα P p0, π{2q : ναKLebu is a dense Gδ set
(1.14)
and

dimH ptα P p0, π {2q : να

Note that for self-similar measures ν

! Lebuq  0.
(1.15)
we either have ν ! Leb or ν KLeb. The

second part, (1.15) is basically due to Shmerkin and Solomyak [37] with slight modications (the so-called non-degeneracy condition of [37, Theorem A] doesn't hold,
for details see the proof of Theorem 1.11). Clearly, it also implies that for the Sierpi«ski carpet the exceptional set of angles in Theorem 1.5 is not only of 0 measure,
but of 0 Hausdor dimension as well. On the other hand, (1.14) shows that this set
of exceptions is huge in the topological sense.
As we mentioned before, (1.14) also answers Question 2 negatively. To see this
note that the set of angles α such that the self-similar set projα S has an exact overlap
must be countable. Actually, if S is the Sierpinsky carpet, projα S can have an exact

overlap only if tan α P Q. However, a dense Gδ set in p0, π {2q is uncountable, hence
there are angles α such that να KL but it is not caused by exact overlap.
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Figure 5: Apollonian circle packing after a few steps with 7 circles and the corresponding Apollonian Network with 7 nodes (circles), straight lines represent edges.

2

Degrees of random and evolving Apollonian networks
Now let us turn our attention to two randomly evolving graph models belonging

to the class of Apollonian networks. The following results are based on the paper
[25] which is a joint work with István Kolossváry and Júlia Komjáthy.
2.1

Background and notations

The construction of deterministic and random Apollonian networks originates
from the problem of Apollonian circle packing: starting with three mutually tangent
circles, we inscribe in the interstice formed by the three initial circles the unique circle
that is tangent to all of them: this fourth circle is known as the inner Soddy-circle.
Iteratively, for each new interstice its inner Soddy-circle is drawn. After innite
steps the result is an Apollonian gasket [7, 21].
An Apollonian network (AN) is the resulting graph if we place a vertex in the
center of each circle and connect two vertices if and only if the corresponding circles
are tangent, see Figure 5. This model was introduced independently by Andrade et
al. [2] and Doye and Massen [12] as a model for networks arising in real-life such as
the network of internet cables or links, collaboration networks or protein interaction
networks. Apollonian networks can serve as a model for these networks since their
main characteristic properties can be observed also in the examples above: a powerlaw degree distribution, a high clustering coecient, and small distances, usually
referred to as the small-world property. Moreover, by construction, Apollonian networks also show hierarchical structure: a property that is very commonly observed
in e.g. social networks.
It is straightforward to generalize Apollonian packings to arbitrary d

¥ 2 with

mutually tangent d dimensional hyperspheres. Analogously, if each d-hypersphere
12

Figure 6: A realization of the rst few steps of RAN2 .

corresponds to a vertex and vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding

d-hyperspheres are tangent, then we obtain a d-dimensional AN (see [41, 42]).
The network arising by this construction is deterministic. Zhou et al. [45]
proposed to randomise the dynamics of the model such that in one step only one
interstice is picked u.a.r. and lled with a new circle. This construction yields
a d dimensional

random Apollonian network (RAN) [43], see Figure 6. We give

a detailed denition below. Using heuristic and rigorous arguments the results in
[1, 9, 10, 13, 20, 43, 45] show that RANs have the above mentioned main features
of real-life networks.
A dierent random version of the original Apollonian network was introduced by
Zhang et al. [44], called

Evolutionary Apollonian networks (EAN) where in every

step every interstice is picked and lled independently of each other with probability

q . If an interstice is not lled in a given step, it can be lled in the next step again.

 1 we get back the deterministic AN
model. It is conjectured in [44] that an EAN with parameter q , as q Ñ 0, should show
We call q the

occupation parameter. For q

similar topological behavior to RANs. To make this statement rigorous, instead of
looking at a sequence of evolving EAN-s with decreasing parameters, we slightly
modify the model and investigate the asymptotic behavior of a single EAN when q

might dier in each step of the dynamics. That is, we consider a series tqn u8
n1 of
occupation parameters so that qn applies for step n of the dynamics, and assume
13

that qn tends to 0. In this setting, the interesting question is to determine the correct
rate for qn that achieves the observation that EAN shows similar behavior as RAN
when the parameter tends to zero.
In the followings we give the precise denition of the RAN and EAN models and
introduce the necessary notations before we state our main results.

Random Apollonian networks
A random Apollonian network RANd pnq in d dimensions can be constructed as

follows. The graph at step n  0 consists of d
a way that d

2 vertices, embedded in Rd in such

1 of them forms a d-dimensional simplex, and the pd

2q-th vertex is

located in the interior of this simplex, connected to all of the vertices of the simplex.
This vertex in the interior forms d 1 d-simplices with the other vertices: initially we

active cliques. For n ¥ 1,
pick an active clique Cn of RANd pn  1q uniformly at random (u.a.r.), insert a new
set the status of these d-simplices `active', and call them

vertex vn in the interior of Cn and connect vn with all the vertices of Cn . The newly
added vertex vn forms new cliques with each possible choice of d vertices of Cn . Set
the status of the clique Cn `inactive', and the status of the newly formed d-simplices
`active'. The resulting graph is RANd pnq. At each step n a RANd pnq has n
vertices and nd

d

d

2

1 active cliques.

Evolutionary Apollonian networks
Given a sequence of occupation parameters tqn u8
n1 , 0 ¤ qn

Apollonian network EANd pn, tqn uq

¤ 1, an evolutionary

 EANdpnq in d dimensions can be constructed
iteratively as follows. The initial graph is the same as for a RANd p0q and there are d
1 active cliques. For n ¥ 1, choose each active clique of EANd pn  1q independently
of each other with probability qn . The set of chosen cliques Cn becomes inactive
(the non-picked active cliques stay active) and for every clique C

P Cn we place a

new vertex vn pC q in the interior of C that we connect to all vertices of C . This
new vertex vn pC q together with all possible choices of d vertices from C forms d
new cliques: these cliques are added to the set of active cliques for every C

The resulting graph is EANd pnq. The case qn

1

P Cn .

 q was studied in [44] where it was
further suggested that for q Ñ 0 the graph is similar to a RANd pnq. We prove their
conjecture by showing that EANs obey the same power law exponent as RANs if

qn

Ñ 0 and °8n0 qn  8.

Remark 2.1. Note that both in the RAN and EAN models, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between cliques and vertices/future vertices: vertex v corresponds to
the clique C that became inactive when v was placed in the interior of the d-simplex
corresponding to C . In this respect, we call vertices that are already present in the
graph inactive vertices, and we refer to active cliques as active vertices : this notation
14

means that these vertices are not yet present in the graph, but might become present
in the next step of the dynamics.

Additional notations
Let us introduce some additional notation to be able to state our results on the
degree distribution of RANs and EANs.

We dene Dv pnq as the degree of vertex v after the n-th step. Let us denote by

rk pnq and prk pnq the number and the empirical proportion of inactive vertices with
N

degree k at time n respectively in a RANd pnq, i.e.
rk pnq
N
:
n d 2
n

prk pnq :

n¸
d 2

1
d

2



11tDi pnq  k u.

(2.1)

i 1

Analogously, for the graph EANd pn, tqn uq we use the notations Nk pnq and pk pnq
dened by

pk pnq :

Nk pnq
N pnq

 N 1pnq

¸

P pq

11tDi pnq  k u,

(2.2)

i V n

where V pnq denotes the set of vertices after n steps and N pnq  |V pnq|.
We say that a sequence of events En happens

limn PpEn q

 1.

with high probability (whp) if

Note that `with high probability' is the same as `asymptotically

almost surely'. We further dene for an event A and a σ -algebra F the conditional

probability PpA|F q

 Er11A|F s, where 11A is the indicator of the event A, i.e., it

takes value 1 if A holds and 0 otherwise. We will sometimes replace F by a list of
random variables, in this case we drop the σ -algebra notation and list the random
variables in the conditioning, and this means conditional on the σ -algebra generated
by this list of random variables.
2.2

Results

All of the results are from [25].

2.2.1 Degree distribution
Our rst result states that for a RANd pnq the empirical distribution prk pnq tends
to a proper distribution in the `8 -metric:

Theorem 2.2 (Degree distribution for RANs). For all d ¥ 2 there exist a probability
distribution tpk u8
kd 1 and a constant c for which


lim P max |prk pnq  pk | ¥ c

Ñ8

n

k

c

log n
n

 0.

Further, pk follows a power law with exponent p2d  1q{pd  1q P p2, 3s, more precisely
pk

 2d d

Γpk  d

1

Γp1

2
d 1



q
d1
2

q

Γpk

Γp2

d 2
d 1



1d
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q

d 2
d 1




C pdqk 
q


 1

2d 1
d 1

p

ok p1qq,

(2.3)

where ok p1q denotes a quantity that tends to zero as k
depends on d and Γpxq is the Gamma function.

Ñ 8, C pdq is constant that

Remark 2.3. To get the asymptotic behaviour of pk above we used the property that

Γpt

aq{Γptq  ta p1

op1qq.

For the theorem that describes the degree distribution of the graph EANd pn, tqn uq

we need the following additional analytic assumption on the sequence tqn unPN .

Ñ 0 and °8i1 qn Ñ 8.

Assumption 2.4. Assume, as before, that qn

We assume

further that there exist constants c1 , C1 (that depend only on the sequence tqn u8
n1 )
such that

c1
and for every ε ¡ 0,

°n

±i

 ± j 1 p1 dqj q
qn nj1 p1 dqj q

2
i 1 qi

¤
8̧


!

exp

εqned

°n



j 0 qj

)

¤ C1 ,

(2.4)

8.

(2.5)

n 1

Theorem 2.5 (Degree distribution for EANs). Let d ¥ 2 and tqn u8n0 be probabilities
such that Assumption 2.4 is satised. Then the degree distribution tends to the same
asymptotic degree distribution tpk u8
kd 1 as in the case of RANd pnq given in (2.3).
More precisely, there exists a constant C0 ¡ 0 and a random variable η 8 such
that for any k P N


lim P max |pi pnq  pi | ¥ C0 k!η k qn

Ñ8

n

i k

 0.

In particular, the degree distribution converges pointwise for all i
any kpnq that satises C0 k!ηk qn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.

k

 kpnq for

The following lemma gives classes of sequences tqn unPN that satisfy Assumption
2.4.

Lemma 2.6 (Regularly varying sequences). Let Lpxq denote a slowly varying function at innity, that is, for every c ¡ 0, limxÑ8 Lpcxq{Lpxq  1. Then Assumption
2.4 is satised in the following cases
1. qn  Lpnq{nα , for some α P p0, 1q,
2. qn  pb

opnδ qq{n, with b ¡ 1{d, for some arbitrary δ

¡ 0.

Remark 2.7. Clearly, case (2) in Lemma 2.6 does not cover all possible regularly

 1 for which Assumption 2.4 holds: one can check that
the assumption holds for other cases as well, e.g., qn  b b1 { log n with any b ¡ 1{d
and arbitrary b1 P R works. On the other hand, some cases where qn  Lpnq{n and
Lpnq Ñ 8 fail, e.g. qn  b{pn log nq does not satisfy (2.4).
varying functions with α

Next we describe the clustering coecient of RANs and EANs.
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2.2.2 Clustering coecient
The clustering coecient of a vertex is the proportion of the number of existing
edges between its neighbors, compared to the number of all possible edges between
those. Here we investigate the clustering coecient of the whole graph, which is
the average of clustering coecients over the vertices. Since these are direct consequences of the formula for the limiting degree distributions pk , we state them as
corollaries. This corollary is similar to the result in [43, Section 4.2.], but now,
that we have established the degree distribution, it has a rigorous proof. This is
based on the observation that the clustering coecient of a vertex with degree k is

deterministic both in RANs and EANs and equals
dp2k  d  1q
k pk  1q

 2d
.
k

The reason for this formula is the following: when the degree of vertex v increases
by one by adding a new vertex w in one of the active cliques v is contained in,
then the number of edges between the neighbors of v increases exactly by d, since
the newly added vertex w is connected to the d other vertices in the clique. It was
observed in simulations and heuristically proved in [43], that the average clustering
coecient of these networks converges to a strictly positive constant. Our next
corollary determines the exact value of these constants for the two models:

Corollary 2.8 (Clustering coecient). The average clustering coecient of RANd pnq
converges to a strictly positive constant as n Ñ 8, given by
Cld :

8̧ dp2k  d  1q

k pk  1q

8̧ dp2k  d  1q

pk

k d 1





k d 1

k pk  1q

 2d

Γpk  d

d

Γp1

1

2
d 1



2
d 1



q

q

Γp1

Γpk  d

q

2d 1
d 1
2d 1
d 1





(2.6)

q.

Further, the clustering coecient of EANd pn, tqn uq converges to the same value as
°
in (2.6) if qn Ñ 0 and nPN qn  8.
2.3

Related literature

Several results related to the asymptotic degree distribution of Apollonian networks are known. It is not hard to see that if a vertex belongs to k active cliques,
then the chance for that vertex to get a new edge is proportional to k : this argument
shows that these models belong to the wide class of

Preferential attachment models

[3, 5, 6]. As a result, some of the classical methods can be adapted to this model.
Using heuristic arguments, Zhang and his co-authors [43] obtained that the
asymptotic degree exponent should be




2d 1
d 1

P p2, 3s,

which is in good agreement

with their simulations. Parallel to writing the paper [25], we noticed that Frieze
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and Tsourakakis [20] very recently derived rigorously the exact asymptotic degree
distribution of the two-dimensional RAN. Even though our work is independent
of theirs, the methods are similar: this is coming from the fact that both of the
methods used there and in our work are an adaptation of standard methods given in
[6, 23]. So, to avoid repetition we decided to only sketch some parts of the proof and
include the part that does not overlap with their work, i.e. the degree distribution
of EANs.
What is entirely new in [25] is that we study the EAN model rigorously. For the
degree distribution of EANs only heuristic arguments were known before. Zhang,

Rong and Zhou [44] studied the graph series EANd pnq with (xed) occupation parameter q . They derived the asymptotic degree exponent using heuristic arguments,
and the result ts well with the simulations. They also suggested that as q

Ñ 0 the

model EANd pnq converges to RANd pnq in some sense. We conrm their claim by

deriving the asymptotic degree distribution of EANd pn, tqn uq with tqn u such that

qn

Ñ 0 and °8n0 qn  8, obtaining the same degree distribution. This way we can

give an analytic proof of the idea of Zhang and his co-authors.

3
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